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Abstract: India is predominantly an farming country. Indian soil is classified into two diverse types North Indian Soil and South Indian soil. We have separated it into two basically dissimilar sets are north Indian soil and South Indian Soil. North Indian Soil is the Northern India plains are habitually created of deep alluvial soil. The top soil varies in surface from sand to clay, the larger part being light loam, leaky in texture, simply worked and in nature fruitful. South Indian soil is the Southern India peninsular earth plane is prepared up of hills and river valleys. Hilly tracts are naturally not fitting for farming, some moorland are very warm [Prakash,2015]. The objective of this work is to classify soil types by their characteristics and fertility, predict soil types through classification technique like naïve bayes and also compared this classification technique to among classification technique like zeroR and stacking. This research goal is to judge new data mining techniques apply on soil database for classification of soil and in addition contrast the naïve bayes classifier to another classifier [3]. Soil database is hiered from multiple soil websites like Krishi vigyan kendra, Krishiworld.com, farmer.gov.in and krishijagrman.com.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the method of learning patterns in huge data sets linking methods at the joint of machine learning, statistics and database systems. It is an vital method where sharp methods are practical to take out data patterns. The generally aim of the data mining procedure is to take out info from a data set and alter it into an logical building for extra use. Data mining is the study step of the KDD (collection, extraction, warehousing, analysis and statistics). Data mining software applications contains a diversity of procedures that have been developed by both corporation and examine centers. These methods have been used in occupation for profit and technical purposes [3].

Farming and natural research studies have used diverse methods of data learn containing, natural trees, statistical machine learning and further analysis method [6]. Data Mining becomes famous in the area of farming for soil classification, wasteland managing, crop and insect managing. In calculated the variety of association technique in data mining and applied into the database of soil science to forecast the imperative relations and provided association rules for unlike soil types in farming. Similarly, farming prediction, disease finding and enhancing the pesticides are analyzed with the use of several data mining methods. In examined the uses of many DM methods for knowledge discovery in farming sector and introduced dissimilar exhibits for knowledge discovery in the form of association Rules, clustering, classification and correlation.

In forecast the soil fertility classes using with classification techniques were naïve Bayes, zeroR and stacking. Data Mining is important to discover the farming related knowledge such as soil fertility, yield prediction and soil erosion. Soil forecast helps for soil cure and crop managing. Classification algorithms contain finding rules that divide the data into disjoint sets. A set of classification rules are created by such a classification process, which can be used to classify future data [15].

II. AGRICULTURAL DATA MINING

Data mining software applications contains a diversity of methods that have been developed by both trade and enquiry centers. These methods have been used for occupation, profitable and technical purposes. For example, data mining has been used to inspect soil data sets and found useful classification and designs in the data sets. farming and biological research studies have used varied methods of data study including, natural trees, numerical machine learning and added analysis techniques [3]. Data Mining is important to notice the farming related knowledge such as soil fertility, yield prediction and soil erosion. Soil prediction helps to for soil remedy and crop management [15].
III. CLASSIFICATION

Classification is a common process linked to categorization, the procedure in which thoughts and objects are familiar, differentiated, and unstated. The three classifier were used to categorize the soil data with Naive bayes algorithm, ZeroR and Stacking which is existing in weka tool. The classification of soil was considered severe to learn because depending upon the productivity class of the soil the area information experts determines which crops should be taken on that exacting soil and which fertilizers should be used [7].

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL

Categorization of soil based on the silt, clay and loam with soil color, soil temperature, Ph of soil, soil name and it gives the every information about soil with their properties and fertility. Deals with the orderly classification of soils based on distinctive characteristics as well as criterion that state choices in utilize. Soil classification is an active subject, from the structure of the system itself, to the definitions of classes, and lastly in the application in the field. Soil categorization can be approach from the perception of soil as a matter and soil as a resource [3].

V. NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER

A Naive bayes classifier is one of the classifiers in a family of elegant probabilistic categorization methods in machine learning. It is based on the bayes theorem with freedom features. Each class labels are projected through probability of given instance. Naive bayes classifiers assume that the value of a particular quality is independent of the value of any other quality, given the class variable.

VI. NAIVE BAYES ALGORITHM

Bayes theorem provides a techniques that we can compute the possibility of a guess given our former knowledge. Bayes’ Theorem is declared as:

\[ P(h|d) = \frac{(P(d|h) * P(h))}{P(d)} \]

Where

- \( P(h|d) \) is the possibility of guess \( h \) given the data \( d \). This is called the posterior probability.
- \( P(d|h) \) is the possibility of data \( d \) given that the guess \( h \) was correct.
- \( P(h) \) is the possibility of guess \( h \) being correct (regardless of the data). This is called the prior probability of \( h \).
- \( P(d) \) is the possibility of the data (regardless of the guess) [Brownlee,2016].

VII. SOIL

Soil is a concoction of minerals, organic matter, gases, liquids, and limitless organisms that mutually maintain life on Earth. Soil is a natural body called the pedosphere which has four imperative functions: It is a medium for plant growth. It is a means of water storage, supply and purification. It is a modifier of Earth’s atmosphere. It is a locale for organisms all of which in turn to transform the soil and vegetation. Therefore, India has a huge diversity of soil groups, distinctly dissimilar from one another. India is a country of huge dimensions with varied conditions of geologyrelief and climate.

Fig 1: Soil Surface

VIII. VALIDATION AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES ARE USED

A. Validation Technique

In this thesis used 10 fold cross validation for estimate result which are averaged. Validation methods in machine learning are used to find the error rate of the ML model, which can be measured as close to the true error rate.

1) Partition of dataset into 10 equal parts (fold).
2) Grasp out each part in turn.
3) Average the outcome.
4) Each data point used once for testing, 9 times for training.

B. Evaluation Technique

1) Precision: In the area of information retrieval, precision is the division of retrieved documents that are relevant to the question.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\{ \text{relevant documents} \} \cap \{ \text{retrieved documents} \}}{\{ \text{retrieved documents} \}}
\]

For example, for a book explore on a set of documents, precision is the number of correct outcome separated by the number of all returned results.

Precision takes all retrieved documents into report, but it can also be evaluated at a given cut-off rank, consider only the topmost outcome returned by the system.

Precision is used with recall, the percent of all relevant documents that is returned by the explore. The two process are sometimes used jointly in the F1 Score (or f-measure) to provide a only measurement for a system.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{tp}{tp + fp}
\]

In binary classification, recall is called sensitivity. It can be viewed as the possibility that a relevant document is retrieved by the question. It is slight to achieve recall of 100% by returning all documents in reply to any question. Therefore, recall only is not sufficient but one needs to compute the number of non-relevant documents also, for example by also calculating the precision.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{tp}{tp + fn}
\]

C. F-measure

A calculate that combines precision and recall is the harmonic mean of accuracy and recall, the traditional F-measure or balanced F-score.

\[
F = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]

This compute is about the average of the two when they are close, and is more usually the harmonic mean, which, for the case of two numbers, coincides with the square of the geometric mean divided by the arithmetic mean.

IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this thesis, we have collected agricultural soil from multiple agricultural websites like Krishi vigyan kendra and by many soil websites. This soil dataset has been taken by multiple website not only one website. In soil dataset used 50 instances and 8 attributes. We discussed about soil of different states of India through soil’s properties and their fertility. We have taken three classification algorithm such as zeroR, stacking and naïve bayes for classification of soil. Naïve bayes classifier generates the good performance for this soil data set. As comparing these three algorithms zeroR, stacking resulted in high accuracy.
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These are three threshold curve of naïve bayes, stacking and zeroR classifier in which we can see that clearly naïve bayes gives better result among these classifier because naïve bayes represents more true positive rate than false positive rate.

Fig.3: Threshold curve (true class value) of naïve bayes classifier

Fig.4: Threshold curve (true class values of zeroR and stacking classifier)

Fig:4: Prediction accuracy
In this paper, the relative study of three algorithms like Naive Bayes, zeroR and stacking is projected. Naive bayes classification algorithm gives superior effect of this dataset and is correctly classified into maximum number of instances comparing with the other two classifier. Naive bayes can be suggested to predict soil types [15]. So we can used this technique in future for classification. This method has found to be quick and simple for classification and generate something new dreams and progress in the field of agriculture.

XI. FUTURE WORK

In future we have a huge work of agriculture because it is necessary for human beings and now a days every food supplier only wants their profit and makes fatal in the face of food product which goes harmful. We can apply soils in many another tools and check their extra functionalities, properties and characteristic of soil. So we can give the better solution for better health. Which is important for the human beings.
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